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. FOREVVORD

To implement an educational approach successfully, one must match the philoso-
phy of evaluation with that of instruction. This is-particularly true when individual-
ization is the key element in tlie educational approach. Yet, as important as it is to
achieve this match, the task is by no means simple for the teacher. In fa*ct, without
specific resource materials to help him, he is apt to find the task overwhelming. F'-or
this reason,,ISCS has developed a set ol' individualized o;aluation materials as part of
its individualized Teacher Preparation (ITP) program. These materials aredesigned
to aSsist teachers in their transition to individualized instruction and to hap them
tailor their assessment of students progress to the needs of all their students.

The two modules concerned with evaluation, Individualizing Objectivejesting and
Evaluating and Reporting Progress, can be used by small groups of teachers in in,
servije settings or by individual teachers in a local school enVaironment. Hopefully.,
they wi1 l,. do more than give each teacher an overview of individualized evaluatiom
These ITP modules suggest key strategies for achieving'hoth subjective and objectiVe
evaluation of each student's progress. And to make it easier for teachers tor put suck
strategies into practice, 1SCS has produced the associated booklets entitled Perform-
ance Objectives, PerfOrmance Assessment Resourcm, and PerfOrmance Checks. Using

** these materials, the teacher can objectively assess'thestiident's mastery of the proc-
-esses, skills, And subject matter of the ISCS program. Ahd the teacher can obtain,
at the moment when 01hey are needed, specific suggestions for remedying the stu-
dent's identified deficiencies.

If you are an ISCS teacher, stlective use of these materials,will guide you in devel-
oping an individualized evaluation program best suited to your own settings and thus
further enhance the individualized character of your ISCSprogiam.

The Co-Directors
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study
Rm 4.15, W.H. Johnston Building
415 North Monroe Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
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, NOTES TO THE STUDENT

,.. Now that you have c,ompleted everal chapter's, excursions, and self-evaluations, you
are ready to help yo-ti teacher determine how well you are doing. The performance
checks in this book AvilI provide your teacher with this information. Then your
teacher can help you with things you may not understand and can keep a record
or your progress.

Read the next section carefully. It explaMs some important .things about the per-
formance checks in this book; and it gives you specific suggestions for using them.,

What You Need To Know"about Performance Checks

1. tY.ou do perfOrmance checks when you are ready. Per-

forinance checkS.are somewhat like the gnestions in the self-
evaluations you do them when you are ready, not when
the.lvhole class is ready.
2. Your teacher or both of you decide how many you do.
Your teacher or you and your teacher together will decide
which Ones you shpld do. You' are not expected to do all
of thi, performance checks.

3. There are three forms for each performance check. Every
performance chwk is written in three forms A, 13, and ('.
(The title of this booklet tells you whether it is Form A, 13, or
C.1 Usually the answers for each form are different. When
you do a check, you will use only one form. The A, B, and C
forms are always in different booklets. Within each booklet
all the performance objectives for the same unit are listed.
together. A unit contains two or three chapters and their re-
lated excursions. These tinits'itre in ithmerical, order. fan
unit has performance checks bawd on core material and per-
formance checks based on excurSions.
4. Each performance check has its own number. The number
is.in the outside margin of.the page and will look. like,this:
I V-03-Core-17A or WYY-02-Exc 4-2-2A. These numbers mean

IV 03 Core 17 A

f-0

4.

ft
ft)

z

and WYY 02 Exc. 4 A

...-+
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ro n

Co

0-
'1.

n
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.$. Each .performance check . is separated from .the other.
There is ajine before each performance cheek and one after
it.. Some performance checks haVe several parts, so do every-
thing called for between the-. lines,. If there Is no line at the
bottom, of a page, 'the checl: is continued onto the .ilext page.
6. Sometimes you will need te'.use.equipment. If special
materials are needed,they Will be, in boxes labeled with the
same number and sometimes the same letter too .as the per-
forrnance check.for which you need them.
7.. Some performance'checkShave two or more answers.. If
more than one. answer is correct, you must select all the cor-
rect choices. In such cases, selecting just one answer is not .

enough.
8. Some performance checks have410 answers...Occasionally,
you .may be asked to do something .that is impossible and 'to
ex.plain. your answer.. If .so, say that the task is impossible
and explain why.

. This isn't the kind of
checkbook youwrite in.

9. Yau share bookS of performance checks and YOU DO
NOT WRITE IN THEM. Write your answers on other paper.
Give the number and form of the performance check for each
answer you write. If you are o draw a graph, a chart, or a.
map, your teacher may provide you with grid paper or a copy
of the map or chart.

Your teacher or his assistant will collect and mark your
checks. And sometimes you must iisk him to watch or assist
you as you-do a check.

I I. Sometimes a review proCedure will be suggested. .If you
can't do a performance check, you may be asked to review
a. part of the text or a self-evaluation question. You may
then he checked on .the same material, so be sure you under-
Oand th.e. material 'you review. Get help if you need it.

7
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I. Where in plants and animals do sperm come from?
2. What does a sperm do?

- %qv
01-Core-1C

. .

Many .organisms produce offspring by means of eggs and spermIt ..WlY
1. What is tlte source of an egg'? 01Cofe-2C

2. What is the function.of an egg'? "\ :

; When animals are mating, what happens to sperm?

4

WYY :;
01-Core-3C v

.,

Get vial WY Y-01-Core-4, some ether, and an etherizer frOTh the supply area. Etherize'
the fruit flies in the vial. 'Have your teacher check44e etherized flies4 .

IVY`
01-Cort-4C

Get vial WYY-0 l-Core-5. two empty capped- vials,.an etherizer, and sonae ether 'from

the supply area. Do not _remove any flies .from the vial at this point. It therize all,

'the flies in the. vial. Shako the vial. gentljt.: Remove the fruit flies frOm the -vial.r .

Put the dead flies and the etherized flies'into separate vials. .Cap'the vials; and label
each -as cOntaining dead Or etperized flies. Have your teacher .check your work:
Return all the flies to the vial you got them from:

1.

WYY
01-Core-5C

Get vial WYY-0 Wore-6, some ether, two empty vialsovith caps, and an etherizer WY `it .

..."..4..rom the supply area. Etherize the fruit flies. Separate the Male flies from _the. fe-, 01-Core-6C

males: Pnt the Males into one of the empty vials and the females into the other. Cap
the vials,:-and label each as containing male or female flies. 'Have your teacher check . ..

your work. Return all the flies to the original vials.

.State the steps that you would follow to get virgin female.fruit flies from a viat con-
taining nonadult and atlult frui4 flies.

WY Y

01-Coie-7C

Operationally define the term pure strain. WY Y

01-Core-8C

The life cycle4A a 'fruit fly consiSts.of seVeral stages: -List these stages. INYY
01-Core-9C

GetjarWYY-0 I-Core-10 and a hand lens from the supply area. Point out to yOUr yy
teacher the egg, the larva, the pupa;and the adult stages in the-jar... 01-Core-.10C. .

Clarence crossed some frt t flies that are pure strain fOr short wings with others that WYY
are pure strain for,long wings. What aPpearance 'is possible for the first-generation 01-Core-11C

offSpring of such a .cross'?

A

et)
4
e,

;
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Plants have many differen( features that show variation. In one eXperiment, George
;01-Core-126 .

studied Only one feature; sOed smoothness; even tnougn piants inherit many features
at one time. Why would George 'study the inheritance of only one feature. at a time?

.7

01-Core-13C
n

Erie -crossed .pure:strain -beans ._that.- had.: yellow flowers. with pure-strain .peans that.
. had purpleflowers: Then he crossed the first-generation offseyring to get thesecond-

generation bffSpring... Predict the'-color of.. the flowers in the firstfiand -second-
generation Offspring:by ehobsing -the-:correct .descripiions below.

.1. Among the first-generation off pring
a; all plantS had the same.color flowers.

.b.sortie phints'had yellow.flowe and-some plants had purple Tlowers.
-,2. Among the 'second-generation offspring

a..ajl plants had-the,Same-color flowers..
b..sorne plants had yelloWflowets'and-sonle plants had purple flowers.

01-Core-14C
Pedro crossed two pure-strain plants. ...One Shad yelloW seecls, and the other had
.brown seeds. 1-k crossed the- first-generation offspring with each other...Predict the .

most likely ratio of variations, of seed .cplor he will ,get irf.the second-generation off-
spring.

ft

Tell your teacher that you ate about to do this check.
01-Core-I5C Get the box of beans labeled: WYY-01-Core-fS from the supply area. Quickly

-and 'accurately, estimate:the ratio of brown beans to white-beans in the box: .

VVYY,

01-Core-16C
Get vial C from box WYY-0 I -Core-16 in the-SupPly area.. Lop.k carefully at the beans..
Are they pure-strain biins?.

1-Core-17C
The table below refers to the offspring produced by mating two dwarf corn -Plants.

Ctl',NERATION PLANT SIZE.

Parents

I st-generptiOn
offspring

2n&generation
tyffspring

,_. .

dwarf
. .

dwarf

0 dwarf

I . According to the ISCS two-hit model, is this variety o
size'?

2. Explain your answer.

n pure strain,.for



. .

.,

4"SliPpose yoli j.roSsed a Sweet pea plant that was, pure strain for.white tioWers with a : . WYY. .
,

gweet pea that was pure strain fOr redflowers.. Which statenient:best describes the. 01Core18C
first-generation offsPring of this -cross? , ..

, .

...'.:a..There will be a 3041 ratio orp4Mts with red flowers to thosewith white
flowers.

,

,
,. .

....b. Halt the pkints will have whit.e flowers, and ,half the plants will hoe:red
4

, . flOwers.
:. .. c.. Eith0.all the plants will have red flowers,-or all the plants ill-have.white.

-. .' flowers. .

.. .d:All the.plants will have red- and:white-spotted,flowerS, YI .

f e..There will be a 3,-to-1 ratio of plants with.. white flowers t those with,red.' .

flowers. .
.

.

Suppose ybu were to cross zinnias that were pure strain for yelloW floWers with: WYY

zinnias.that Were pure sqain for red Flo' %vers. Select the statement that best &Scribes. Olt-ore-19C

.the appearanceof the second-generation offspring of this cross:

r *. ii.: All of the plants will have half red flowers and half yelloW flowers.

b. All Of.the plants will have one-color flowers, but-I cannot tell if they will' ....

be yellow or red.. .
.

.

. .
.

is-

c. Some plants will have,all yellow flowers:and the otl
_

vrs. will have all red

. flowers. There 'will bt a 34o-1 ratio of the, colors. .. . .

d. Half of tile plants will have all.red flowers,and thes;ther half will. have all
. , yellow flowers.

e. All ot' the floWers will be orange.. - .

Two pure strainS of potatoes were crossed. In the second-generation offspring of WYY

this cros, there -.were 62 plants that produced tan potatoes and 201 plants that 01 -Core-20C

produced red po4oes.
.. I. What did the potatoes produced by the first-generation offspring look

like?
.

2. What did the potatoes prylluced by the parent plants look like?

1;.our teacher will observe you for this check when he can, WYY*

01-Core-21C.

Your teacher" will observe yOu for this check when he can. WYY
01-Core-22C

Your teacherwill'observe you for this check When he caii. . WYY
01-Core-23C6

Your teacher will observe you for this check'when he can. . WYY
.01-Coro-24C

1 4
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1A/slY_. Your teacjier will observe you for this check When he can.
01,Core 5C

WYY
2 ,

01-Exe 1-1-1C
In reporting inheritance experi ments, the word cross-is often used. Define the
word cross as it is used iJ such.reports.

WYY .Below are two definitions of ways in which people differ. , Stud Y. these definitions,
0.1.-Eic 1-2-1C and'answer the questions that follow.

.

befinition a: A Aloman's Ilea:lay
,

-index is her ability tO wear makeup well.
Definition b: A 'Person's swim hide..x is a measure of. how fast she can swim short
distancem It fs .measured hytiming how longit takes her-to swim 100 meters; using
any stroke.

I. WhiCh'of the above is an 4erational,.definition?
2. Explain the reason for your answeF,

WYY List the two qUestions that should, whenever possible, be.answerea b.y an operational.'
0J-Exc 1-2-2C definition. .

01- c

Jennifer was using a jar with a piece of ripe banana in it to trap wild-fruit flies to
.investigate, their feature variations During the winteci she .found fliat she trapPe.d.
very few flies cach day. Ex.p.tin why so few flies develop duringlie winter..

WYY
01-Exc 1-4-1C

What is the total.number of bits oNnformat ion that'all of Perry's great-grandparents
had for the featurc dimples?

A

WYY
01-Exc

Lucas has brown ey'es. His great-greatsgrandmother Ethel had brown eyes, his-great-
.

great-grandmother Carol had blue eyes, and his great-great-grandfatherJonas had
brown eyes.. .

k

..1. Can yon determine Which .of his three great-great-grandparents contributed
the'bits for Lucas's brown eyes'?
2. Explain your answA.

WYY In English Mass, the teadler found that 25 students had rOd a novel and 8 students
01-Exc had not. What is the roughlatio .of students who had read the novel to those who

hapl nOt'? .Express the ratio to the nearest tcnth, or 1 decimal place.

. WYY Linda calculated fhe rough ratios shown -below,- Cpnvert these to ronfided-off ratios.
.01-Exc. 21-2C 1. 4.9 to 1

2. 3.2 to 1
3. 8.8 4o .1
4. 13.3 to 1

A.

.

.:
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Peter noticed that, some a his second-generation fruit flies from a cross between
- . .

the pur-streian parent flies had.cross veins on i their wings, but .others, did not.. "

thHe counted. 6.'4. flies with crOss veihs And 21 flies with nO cross veins. Since b ad:
gotten -rid Of -the original parelits ahd the .first-generation offspring, he coul not
t xaMine tKeir. appearance. ' s. .

-. - . .
_

....

What were the wings of the orighial parent nibs like? -
.. 2. What were the-wings of the first-generation offsPring like?.

WYV
02-Core-1C

,

Whei oil croAs pureistrain fruit flies hatsing,lohg'bod34, bristles with frukt fliithat Vrre
afe pure strain: r short' briAles,.all of_ tRe first-gener.ation offspring have long,body. 02-Core-2C
bristtts. Suppose yog cross' these fi irst-generation- ,oftsprng. Predict the/JatiO of4 .

.., . .
1,Ong-biristled tO short-bristled-offspringthartwotld result from this crossing. .=

.4 ., ... I: ° I

-.
Choose the statemeht .below that best,,describes the'pattern by which.featutes' are .
posed from.parent to offsPring. . . 4 . :.*

,
a. The.offsprix show the same features as their female parent. .4

.

b. The offspring generally show some features in common with each of their
. . . ..

43. .

parents. .- lb
(.7.. The male ffspring show the .saihe features as their male parent, and the' .,

c feniale ottsi, mg have the same fatures as their feinale,parent.
d. None of the offspring show the same features as their parents, JP. #

. ..-t

4 4.

.02-Cgre-3C:'

Qb.

rdA

5

What do you call the science which deals with patterns of inheritanO? WYY
02-Core-4C

The figures below Show a possible way to explain a cross between brown beans and
witite4beans, using the one-bit model of inheritance. What ar e. the assumptiohs of the
one-bit model of inheritanCe? .

Pure-strain
parent 111

.110.
Brown

First-generation

3

Pure-strain
.parent 111

Pure-strain
parent n

Brownbit White bit
of infOrination of-information

First-gendration offspring
.

k

WYY
02-Core-5

4.

7

4
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WYY ,Why is the one-bit model of inheritance not a satisfactory model for most features? ,

02-Core-6C

WYY
,02-CoregC

Heat can be described by either particle model .or an energy model. Select the
most important reason for accepting one Model rather than the other.

a. The scientig who developed one of the models won a Nobel Prize.
b. Your teacher told you that one model was better.
c. One model involvesiess math and is easier to understand.
d. One model agrees more clos* tvith the experimental evidence.
e. A book states that one model is correct.

WYY
02-Core-6C

In develOping.the two-.bit model of inheritance, some assumptions.were made. What
were these assumptions? .11

WYY . .

02-Core-9C
The inheritance of.flower color in snapdragons follow ihe two- it.rdel. Yellow
color masks white color. SupPose yOu crossed pure-strain white snapdragons with
pure-strain yellow snapdragons.

Predict the color of the flowers of the first-generation' offspring of this
crbss.
2. Predict the color of the flowers of the second-generation offspring of this
cross. Wilde a ratio in your answer,

WYY A test-cross plant is usually pure strain for the masked (r6cessive) variation of a
.'02-Core-10C feature. Why is it used rather than a plant that is pure strain for .the masking

variation?

WYY
02-Core-11C

Gladys crossed two pure 'strains of beans. One was pure strain for brown seeds (BB),
and th e other was pure 'strain for white seeds (bbY Her data are shown below.

GENERATION
l .

PLANTS WITH
WHITE SUDS

PLANTS WITH
BROWN SEEDS

Parents
.

fst- generation
offspring

.

2nd-genôtation
offspring

I,
.. ,

I .

'
,,.-

32. .

.

.

-

I

20

.. 43

.

.

.

.1. Can yifti explaili these data,. using the'two-bit model of inheritance?"
2. Explati your.answ'cr.

I.

41,

1.
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Suppose a scientist did a crossing experiment and his results were not explained by WYY
the two-bit model. He repeated his experiment several times. to check his results 02-Core-12C
but always got those results. Seleet the answer that best describes whit he should
do.

a. Try to change the tyvo-bit model, so that it .c.:,an explain both the old data .
and his new data.

b. Discard the two-bit model and devie a new model that explains only his
new resdlts.

c. Igmire the results of his experiment.
d. Change his data to agree with the two-bit model.
e. Publish a paper that gives his data and states that the two-bit mo4el is

wring and must.be thrown out.

.. 4-

Henry wanted .to find out if the red-flowering lilies he had were pure strain for flower .. . WYY
color. He knew -that in lilies, the bit for red flowers would mask the bit for White . . 02-Core-13C .

flowers. He crossed his unknown lilies with some that he knew were pute strain,for.
red flower color. All the first-generation offspring of this cross had red flowers. -.

I. Was the unknown plant pure strain for red flowerS?
2. k...xplain your answer.

A student wants to determine if.tied poppy plant is pure strain for flower color. He' : WYY
knows that the bjt for red flowers Will mask the bit for white flowers." He fest-crosses ! 02-Core-14C

. ..

the unknowti red-flowering poppy plant with a pure strain white-flowering.pOppy.
plant. Half of the first-generation offspring of this cross have red flowers and:halcs 0

have white flowers. .
. . ,

Is the unknown red-flowering poppy plant pure strain for flower olor?
2. Explain your answer. You may wish to include a diagram- wit your .

'explanation. . .

!

Seoti wanted to find out if a purple-flowering bean plant was pure strain. Oe knew . WYY
:. that the hit for purple:flOwers tmisks the hit for yellow flowers. He test-crossed his 02-Core-15C

unkno.wn bean Tlant with a pure-strain yellow-flowering .bean plant. Allithe..firsV,
generation offspring of this cross had purple flowers. . . ..

I. Is the unknown purple-flowering bean plant pure strafn for. flo,kei;..eolor?'
2. Explain yout an§wer.

A .pure-strain dwarf p1ant is crossed With a pure-s ain 411 plant. AAI the first- WYY
generation offspring of this cross are tall. Txplain why there are no 4wart.plants 02-Core-16C
among the first-generation offspring.

As it is-used in tho..two-bit model, what is the meaning of the term'frecessive 'bit? WYY
02-Core-17C

.

,
State the meaning of the term dominuitt bit as it is us0 in the two-hit model. WYY

02-Core-15C



WYY Suppose you read a report of a' 9tudy of the feattire Variations shown below2The
02-Core-19C symbols used in.:the report are shown in .thoright-hand column of the tablt. After:

the nanber.of oaeh variation, indicate whether it is dominant or receSsiv.e.

FEATURE VARIATION
i

SYMBOLS FOR tHE
BIT OF INFORMATION

1.,.
.

Red leaves

2. . Brown hair $ Not

3. 'Smooth seeds k.
.

4. Yellow pods , -1'
.

11

4

,

WYY, Write The numbers of the feature variations fisted below. After each number, Write
02-Core-20C 'a symbol tO represent each feature variation.

I . Brown eyes (dbruirtant)
Droopy ears (recessive)

3. Thin body (recessive)
4. Yellow flowers (dominant) .

WYY George's parents and grandparents all had blue eyes. Betty's parents and grandparents
02-Core-21C all had brown eyes.

4

Jai

THE GEORGE GILL FAMILY

,

1. In the. George Gill family which variation brpwn eyes or blue .eyeS. - is

dominant? - ,..
--- ...

2.' Which variation is receSsiv0. '. ,,-

3. Slatt; the reason for your answers to questiOns I _and -2. .

. I



P
A large ramify was 'surveyed. to -determine the pattern of inheritance of sickleocell
anemia, a disease which causes .abnormal red blood cells. Siakle-4.T1l anemia was
found to be reeessive to normal red blood cells.

Ask your teacher for a copy of the chart below or paper to- trace it. .Determine the
possible bits of information that each person shown in the chart .could carry. On your
chart write the bit symbols in the small. Circles below each large symbol. Use g to
represent the bit for normal red hi d cells and r to represent the bit for the abnormal
red blood cells involved in sickle-c I anemiav ., 1

. .. ,

The hit for red flowers in a certain type of plant is dominant ov r the bit for white .

flowers. Suppose you decide to cross a plant with tea tlowe s with.a plant with

WYY
02-Core-22C

i KEY .

Aifentale withli
norn1 l blood

ith'OFemale
sickle cell,-

Male with
III normal blood

Male Waif'
sickle cell

0 0 'Places for
bit syn?bols

white flowers.
Will the flowers on the first offspring plant besed?

2. Explain your answer.
.

WYY
02-Core-23C

Construct an inheritance chart for the inheritance of, atkached earlobes for the
familit.:s described below. Use squares and circlbs and shi ing and nonshading. Near

each square or circle, write the person's name and a. ossible pair of bits which that
person may have. Use L for unattached earlOtkes arlq for attached earlobes.

Grandfather Al Wilson has unattached earlobes,-1 trGrandmother Pat WilsOn has
attached arlobes: Their children, llarry and Gait, aveltiatached earlobes. '

Grandfather Sam Wells has -attached t.artobes
pr);.ittached earlOhes. "I'lkir _boy.
child; Maria, has attached earlobes.

Gailyilson marries George Wells.,
boY; Pelcr, has attached earlobes.

but Grandmother Sue Wells has
George. has umittached- adobes. Their other

,

Their girl, ;race has unattached earlobes:. TO,eir

1

WYY
02fore-24C

t



tr. a

'4

.Wrl The bit tor red flo ers (R) is dominant over the bit for yellow flowers (0 in snap-
02-Exc 4-1-1C . dragons. Suppose ou crossed a red-flowering snapdragon (Rr) with a yellow-

-flowering snapdragon (rr). v.

. I. U§e.a chart ike that shown below to dete me the possible combinations
'

.
-

of bits that the offspring could have.
- 2. What is the r. tio Zif red-flowering offs to yellow-flowering offspring?

t

I II

'

SW

ea,



..'1"."Ntuea pigs have five features that show variation. They are length of hair, roughl
risNlYrooat, color of coat, spottedfless of coat, and eye color. According. to the
two-bit model, what. is the total nuniber of hits that a guinea pireeeives
of' these five.features?

WYY
03-Cono1C

S.

A type ot: moth receives information for wing size, body color, eye color, antenna
shape, and wing color. The possible variations of these features are showu

, KEY .
.... ,. J . . ,

FEATURE BIT VARIATION BIT VARIATI N.

Wing size

Body color
.

Ante m i shalle

Eye color

Wing color

L

I
c

13

d

large
.,

tan ,

straight
_

. tblack

light

1

t

(%

b

D

small
._

grey
.

curved
.

brown
,

dark

Use the key above and the. two-bit model to deternnste the.appearance of a moth
that inherited the bits shown in 'the table below. Lst the feature nunther.s, and after
each number state the vari'ation of the feature that the moth will show. (Example:

. .

I. small)

FEATURE
NUMBER

FEATURE
V

. ,
BIT I BIT 2

I wing sizi. 1 1

1 body color t t

3 antenna shape C C

4. eye color B. b

5 wing Color d
,J

D

WYY
03-Core-2C

,

j.

Suppose that the results you obtained from a. fruit-fly cross did not agree with the 1 : WYY
predictions of' the two-bit model: -. . 03-Core-3C

I . What should you do to establish the value of 'your results?
2. How.can your results affect the model? . 1

,

State two reasons why Mendel was successful in understanding inheritance patterns
although others before him failed.

WYY
03-Exc 6-1-1C

, Mendel Was' successful in .understanding the .patterns or inheritance. In his investi-
. ,gatkm, he used the syStems approach, a MOdel, and mathematies. Explain why each

of these are important for solvtlig a scientific problem.

'Air!
03-Exc 6-1-2C -

.1 9,



.

.*WYY . \ lii :hint flies, the bit for long wings (L) is dominant over the bit for sbortwin (I)
. . 10

.

.'03-Exc 6-2-1C The bit for red efe-s(R) is d.ominant over the -bit for brown eyes (r). Suppose you-
r had a frtiit fly that was pure strain for red eyes (RR) and for short Wings (11). You..

. ,crossed it with another fruit fly that was pure strain for brown eyes (rr) and }Ong
wings (LL). Predict the appearance of the first-generation offspring of this cross.

WYY
03-Exc 6-2-2C _ fo

(R)
was
that

, ,tsea

cross.
't

u maY, refer to Excursion 6-2 to help you answer this check. Jn.fruit flies, the bit
long wings (L) is dominant over the bit for shortwings,(l). The bit for red eyes
is ddminant overtheThit for brown eyes (r). SuppoSe you-had a..fritiAlly that
ure itrain for red eyeS (RR )4ind for short wings (11). You *crossed it with inother

pute strain foy brown eyes (rr). and long wings (LL). Predict the ratio of tt
vitriaions that you would find in the second-generation otrspring of this

'

WYY Wh n a red-Vo ering zinvia (RR) is crossed with a .yellow-flowering zinnia (YY),
. 03-Exc 7-1-1C the ffspting. ar ii .mixed red and yellow, an orange color(RY). The genetic bits .

.for t e flower. eqlor do not seem to mask each other completely..,Copy. the charts
be-low. Then predict the appearance ,of the'offspring of the-two separate. crosses.

Chart 1:

thart 2..

Orange Orange

Orange

, 1



Get froth your teacher a copy of:the chart below or paper to.trace it, ,
WYY

The inheritance of an extra toe in some 'cats is related to,the cat's sex: In the.males, 03-Exc.7-2-1C

. the bit for an extra toe is dominant over the bit for nc extra toe.. In .the feniaes
the bit for no extia toe is, dominant over the bit for an extra toe. Indicate on your
chart a possible pair of bits carried by each of the cats. Use T to represent the bit
for an extra toe and t for the biyor no.extra toe.

.4

wimm 11 Omml. 1111. 11. e

KEY.
P

Male with
extra toe

Male with
no extra; toe

0Female with
extra toe

0 Female with
no extra toe

-- Places for
bit symbols

-

A.next- oor neighbor complains that his wife could produce only daughters, not WYY

sons. 03-Exc 7-3-1C

I. Is his reasoning 'logical. when he blames his wife for the fact that all their
children are girls?
2:Explain yOur.answer.

,

4

4

,

,

,



1, WYY
03-Exc 7-41C
0.

SECOND-GENgRATION
OFFSPRING '

Get a copy of the cha lAeled WYY-03-Exc ircorlifour teacher. You May
use Excursion/ e p yon do this check. In fruit flies, the X chromosome carries:
the bit for the "recessive v tidti white eye color (X 1). The Yshroinosome does
not carry any informatio out this feature. The appearance of and bits for the
parents are given in the c below. You are to predict the appearance of and the
bits (X", Xn, and Y) that will be carried by the firstleneration and second-generation
Offspring of the cross by filling in the. blanks on your copy Of the chart. Remember
that Xn represents the normal trait.

.

PARENTS

APPEARANCE
White eye

FIRST -GENERATION
OFFSPRING

62 2 .c

APPEARANCE
Normal eye

APPTARANCE APPEARANCE

APPEARANCE APPEARANCE APPEARANCE APPEARANCE

a

WYY Mia and Dea a're identical twins. Identical twins receive identical sets of genetic
03-Exc 7-5-1C materials from their parents. However, as adults, Mia and Dea do not look exactly

alike. What might cause such differences?

WYY Suppose that- .a year ago yoU releised ony'hundred gray mice and one hundred black.
03-Exc 7-6-1C miCe on a rocky island. The island is composed of a gray rock, and there is very

little vegetation. There is, howeVer, .akold lady living there who keeps a large cat.t,I. Do you predict that thert.:i are' more of 'one kind of mice than of the-ofher '.. ..-
t .... -- .....now living on the island?.

. ...,;. .
2. Explain yourattswer.

*-,

WY-1'f At-one time, the Chinese thought that .women wereinO're attractive if they .had tiny
03-Exc 7-7-1C feet. Mothers would wrap up t4eir baby.daughters' feet very tightly so they would .'..

not grow very much. 'Suppose this were (lane for many generations. .. .,
.

. . . I. Would their:girls be born with bitS Of information so that their root
,
woukl .

.

- ...:. never.grow.very.large?
2.-Explain your answer.;
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Investigating Variation
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Below are two definitions of ways in which people differ: Study these definitions, IV
rA nd answer the questions that foljoW. 01-Cote-1C

Definition a: A woman's beano index is her ability to wear makee well. 4.
Definition b: A persOn's swim index is a Measure of hOw fast she can swim short

distances. li is measured by timing how long it takes her to swim 100 meters, using
any stroke..

4. Which of the above is an Qperational definitIon?
2. Explain the reason for your answer.

Whenever possible, an operational definition should answer two 4uestions. What are . IV
. .

those two questions? 017Core-2C.

Perhaps you have heard people make statements §uch as "All teenagers act alike." ,IV

I. Can a statement like this ever be true? 01:Core-3e

2. Explain the reasons for your answer.

Many scientists spend a great deal of time looking for patterns in the way things IV

change. Why? 01-Core-4C

High school athletes differ in*their ability to lift barbells ordifferent weights above

their heads. This ability is the strength index. Write* operational definition-of ,

strength index.

IV
01-Core-5C

Suppose you wanted to cOmpare the ability of different students in your class to play IV

the piano. From the choices below, select the best way of measuring piano-playing ,01-Core:6C

ability.
a. Ask each person how many times he has been paid for playing the piano

in public.
b. Ask each person to play the same unfamiliar songs, and count the number

of mistakes each Makes.
c. Ask each person how many piano lessons he has had.
d. Ask each person to play the piano, andjudge how well each does.

e. Ask someone who knows all- of the piano players well to tell you who is

the best player.

M.

_State an advantage of using a measuring device, such as a ruler or test; rather than
just relying on your senses.when you want to coMpare different -things.,

IV

Ot-Core:7C
:

'4

.;.



IV Steve Was measuhng reaction time, using the dropping-meterstick method. He found
01-Core-8C that Candy had a much shorter reaction time than anyohe else. He also noticed that

she watched his hand release the nieterstick. All the other.students had watched
their own fingers with which they caudit the meterstick. Steve concluded that a
student's reaction time, as measured by the dropping-meterstick method, is shorter
when hewalches the release of the meterstick than when he Watches the catch ps;)int.
Describe an actiyity that you could petform to test thg idea.

IV
01-Core-9C /

Suppose you read that a feature shows continuous variation. What does that mean?

. IV Suppose you read that a feature shows either-or variation. What does that mean?
01 -Core-10C

I V Identify each of the variables below ,either as a continuous variable or as an either-or
01-Core-11C variable.

1. +low fast a secretary can type
2. Whether a girl is a nurse
3. The length of a man's beard
4. If a man is a lawyer or not
5. A person's weight

IV Alex measured-the number of times the students in his homei'O.om could jump rope.:
01-Core-12C 'His measurements.are shown below..

Bruce -143 Myna 165 TOm 147
, Wentdy 152 -Isabel 140. Stephanie.- 1.80

Greg -2- 150 'Fred ,. 145- .-- Louise. -. 162
Betty 170 Susan 167 Jim 118
Hank 153 Wayne 162 Brian ..- 153

.Charles 158 Janice - 167 Mary .- .17,3':. °

Copy the table show below, and complete it, using Alex's-measinernents..., ,
a

NUMBER OF
ROPE JUMPS

TALLY TOTAL

139-146
, .

i47--1 54
.

,

15.5-162.
.

.

163-170

171-178

179-186
. ..

\ -

5
-C



Give two reasons tliatscientistssually arrange their dai in charts, tables; or graphs. IV
01-Core-13C

,

Barney Wantedato detormine Imw many 'students in kis class tooktpart in sports and
how manywdid not. ConstniCt a table for collecting and analyzing his measuremen'ts. .

IV
01-Corel4C

Esther wanted to'me.4ire-how many sit-ups her classmates could do'in two minutes.
At a given signal. all the students begii.ountiig to themselves as they did sit-ups...

At the.end of two minutes she stoppi t.hein and asked them_ hoW many sit-ups they
'had tione. I-1a data are shown in the ta le below. Construct another table Of all her
sit-up nwasurement's from:whiCh Esther will be able to cOnstruct a histogram(Note:
You.need only to construct the tuble. not to enter the data in the tablel. .

STUDENT

Orson

Flank

Sarah.

Ann

Yancy

Carol

Alice

Neil

NUMBER Ok; .STUDENT NUMBER OF
SIT-UPS DONE/ SIT-6PS DONr ,

Jr3-)20 : Yvomw

.,
.1143523 Oona

30 ..Una 36

36 Sally 42

40 Ellen 27

44 -Enid 2 I ..

Ira 46

-23 - Tom. 44

26

IV
01-Core-15C

Freda .wants to detel*ne if there is
right-eyed or left-eyed and whether

iConstruvt a table for collecting and
al variables are related.

any rehitionship between whether a student is
he sits in the front or back of the classroom.
.analyzing measurements to find out-if these

. IV
01-Core-16C

Jim wants to find out whether a relationship exists between the sex of a student and
his or 'her grades. in-school. Construct a talk, for collecting these measurements.

IV
01-Cpre-17C

Your.teacher will observe you .10-r this.check When-he can.
A,

Jae

IV
01-Core-18C

Your teacher wil) observe you for thi4 check when he can.

Your teacher will observe you for.tInslheck when he can.

IV
01-Core-19C

IV
01-Core-20C

4



.

IV
01-Core.21

YOur teacher will observe yoti for this chck when-he.an.

... -4. . ,

r.,

,

01-Core-22C:.
YOur teacher will otiserve you kir. this check Vlign he can.

,

,i . .
, IV 1.'SuPpose you Measured Ow thickkter. of your ISCS textbook in metric

01:Exc 1-14C Units. Which of, the measurements given 'below would be Closest to 'Ytiur
.

+: measurement?
.. a. 70 mm ..- d. 7 m . '

, b. 7 mm e. 0.7 mm 4o,
, - A .

,_. . c. 700 ni f. 7 cm .

Suppose you. measured the length of a 25-ya5d.swirruning.,po4i0.1netric,i..
units. Which of the. measurements given below. would be closest to. Yourk
measurement?

a. 2.3 m
.; b. 23 m

c. 230 mill

d. 230 m
e. 230'clia
f. 23. cm

"011

IV, '
OlrExc 11-2C

. 1...What is the distance between A and C in centimet, ers?
2. Wht is the distance between B and C inmillimeters?

A B

\

:



4.

.. ./ ;
."

I

. , I

Roit,nd off the 'following measurements to 'the nearest whol6 nuinbe'r:.;
'

2. 648.6 mm
3: 199.2 MAL'
4. 955.5 nl,m
5.. 276.0 rnM

o .

. II

4'

IV.

.:.01-Exc 2-1-2C!

A

..,.
Claudia meastlred the handedness of eacfi .Or. lier classmates. She separated the .:- IV .
resultslor the.liays and girls. Her data are shown below. .' : ,.., .!-01-Exc 2,271C

. i
.

''. HANDLDNESS

III i.0-1 Touts
,S

e.

X

Boys 11
.,

14
1

Girls
.
4 . 12

Totals 7 23 30

.

Suppose someone made the statement t4t girls ake more likely to 'be Jell-handed
than boys.

I. Cpuld you use Claudia's data ;o tell if The statement is. correct? .

2. Explain four answer. '
Suppose someone else said that tioys are- more likely to be right-footed than girls.

3. 'oultrypu Use Claudia's-data to tll if this statement is correct?
.4. E.xplain yo nswer... ,

VI

.14

IP

411,,

V

;

/

4

v.
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State whether each of the pairs of words-beloW represents a continuous or an either-
oc yrariable. ,

1. Cat or mouse
2. Tall or short
3..Top or bottom

Male or female

IV
02-Core-1C

.Pam's data had,,a widerange. Givp an operational definition for the term range 'as it IV

is used in that sentence. '027core-2C

11$

4.

Briar?, measured the4number of chin-ups the boys. in his class eould4o. His,data.ne IV

shown below. ". 02-Core-3C

STUDENT
.

NUMBER CiF
HI114JPS

STUDENT 'NUMBER OF
CHIN-UPS

-

.Fred . 23 '
.

Bill
.

6

Charlie 18 Tom 15

Doug 17 Roger . 32.

Henry 27 Jim 1.8

Tim 13 . , Carl . 121

What is the range of his measurements?

Write an operational definition for the mean of a set Of measurements. IV
02-Core:4C

Sally measured how long it took each of the girls ib her class to run 100 meters.
Her data are shown below.'

STUDENT TilviE (in sec

Steph 22

Kay 20

Denise 25

Debbie :23

Candy 17 0

Dorothy 23

Theresa 14 ,

Linda 19

Calculate the mean of her measureMe ts toThe nearest whole nuMber.
f

IV
_02-.Core-5C

29



L.,

IV Define the mode of a set of measurements,
02-Core-6c.

J

IV
02-Core-7C

Glenda asked her .classmates to keep track of the number of hours" of homework ,

.they..did.ina week. Her data are shown below.
.

STUDENT TIME .

(in hours)
I ST E14;14 'TIME ."

(in hours)

Cathy 3 Janice 6 :

Bruce 15 . Henry 12 r.
Mike 18 Bob

e.

15

Sheila . 27 Joyce

Doug 10 Wendy 29
r

Barbara 7
.

Nick
1 ._

5

\
. What is the mode of this set Of.meagurements? .

- .

IV
02-Core-8C

xl

Horace measured the nuniber of times each student in hi gym class could chin-
himself. His table of data is shown below.

NUMBER OF
'CHIN-UPS

NUMBER OF
STUDENTS

1-5 3,
6-10 4

11-15 7

16-20 10

21-25 5

26-30 ' 2

31:35 , 1

36-40 1

r.

6.

.

Get 4 piece of tiraph paper from your teacher. On it, construct a histogram of
Horace's ciata.

IV

02tCore-9C
a.

State why data are often arranged in histograms or in other kinds of graphs.

It

8 0
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,. ..., 1.

Steve participates in ii city4wiae timriattc.teani. 'He measured hdw rnaliy time's each , lif;';,
. :-teitm memberr_could chinitimself. His-data are,showii,below. OZZore-10C

'60- .70 .'.. 63 .59 5,81, 71 -::6C. -58. ".; 7:3 59. .'

67 .54 : 63 61. 64 62 ,65 .. 5.$ ,.60' '..:62 , ...si.'`-' .

61 58 5.9 60 51. 68 62 6V -61 ., 55

Construct a table like the one.below, and.group Steve'S data in fifths. .,
,
,.

-

FIFTH LIM1 OF RANGE
FOIfTHAT FIFTH

NUMBER OF
INDIVIDUALS

1'

.-)
,...

,
,

,:-.3
,

. .

5
. .

111110t

Scientists will often do an experiment, collect some data ,. tind draw a conclusiOn IV

. from their data. Then they will repeat the experiment, collecting evenmore-data., 02-Core-11C

Expkiirr why some experimats are repeated many times.
-9

ln the experiment in which you measured 'each studimt's peripheral viSion, you IV

were told to ake three measurements for each student and to average them: Why 02-Core-12C

w4s it better tO take.three measurements rather than one?

The students of Lawrence Junior High School were selling cakes.to raise moiry for IV

'the music club. Lloyd was in charge of keeping the records for his class. The nt.im,ber . 02-Core-13C

of cakes each student sold is shown below.
I Is the number of cakes Jim sold 'above

.. or below the mean for the whole class?. STUDENT NUMBER OF

2. How far above or below the mead is it? CAKES SOLD )

Harold

Jim

Cindy

Karen

Laura

Hank

Elaihe

Pat

Ted

Rick

9

15

7

24

9

18

5

22



A

IV Pete tad a liag full of wooden pieces for a puzzle. He wanted-to practice the use of
02-Core-14C . the metric ruler and decided to measure iht length of each piece. The table,belirik

shows his results.

PIECE
NUMBER

_

LENGTH
(in cm)

1 4

. 2 3

3 6

4-
..

8

5 3

6 6

Total
kngth

30

Mean 5

..

,I length

How is it possible for the mean length to be 5 cm although none of the pieces were
5 cm in length?

IV Her, science teacher aSked Helen to give him a definition of an average person.
02-Core16C Helen read from the text that "Perhaps the best example of an average Fnoimal]

- person is someone whose characteristics are not average." Explain this statement.
..

4. IV
02-Core-16C

Jason was .assigned to measure the widilrof the index finger of a Rhesus monkey: It
mezared 4 cm from the joint. .

1. Based only on -the data above, is it possible to determine if the finger is-a
large, medium, or small index finger? .

2. Explain the reason for your answer:

;

kl

IV Suppose you are a subject for a test of touch sensitivity and for a test of the ability
02-Core-17C to locate objects by hearing. You are told to keep your eyes closed during the tests.

1, Is it necessary for you to keep your eyes closed during the tests?
2. Explain your answer'.

or

.



, iJoe put 80 beans into a glass,:jar. 'Ile asked ten different people to estimate.how
many beans were in the jar. Their estimates are shown below.

NAME ESTIMATE

Su'e 85

Bob 90

Debby. . 60

John - 70

Del 76

Burt 65

Helen '45

Harry 69

Kate 46

Bitl .. 78
1.

:t1

What is the mean erro; of these estimates? Show .youf calculatiors.--;

OW

1

IV
..02-Core-18C

Suppose you had several people estimate the length 'of time that passed its a eit,eus IV

performer watkad froM one end ()la tightrope to another. You then talculated the 02-Core-19C

meavi error of their estimates. Why is the mean error of measurernents,calculated?

Joe tested several students to see how accurately they coutd estimate when 13
seconds had passed. His data are shown below. O2Core-20C

STUDENT
(in
ESTIMATED TIME

seconds)

Jim 9

Susan
,

.

. ,
12 .

.

.

NancY 7

Frank 19

Carol 11 .

John . 13

Sally 1.6

Mary 19,

,

Wes , 10
,

George 14

. What is the mode error for the time sense of these students? Show your calculations:



,

IV
02-Core-21C

When Dr. Salmon arid Dr. Levi review dataqAledted from groups of pedple, they
look for patterns and similarities within each group. ManyreSearchers are concerne&
only about such patterns and siMilarities. Why are the researchers more concerned
about similarities tha'n about individual differences?

IV In a recent study of the characteristics of adult male Kite Islanders, it Was found that '.

02-Core-22C their mean weight was 63 kg. icale-ki is one of the adult miles weighed. i
1. Using only the above information, can you'determine Tate-ki's weight to
the nearest kilograM? : ' .

*

2. Explain your answer.
4(

,:.

c. IV Mr. Murphy tested his students' reading speed. He plotted a histogram of the data
02-Ex6 3-1-1C collected. I, 1. List the letters of the points on the histogram that he should use.lo change

the histogram into a graph. .

..1, 2. What are these points called?

4-
10

8

6

A 1 1

4

2

..,

a

(
,

,

r-

1 1k,

50-74 75-99 100-124 125-149 150-174 175-199 200-224
...READING SPEED (in words per minKte)

IV Use a protractor to measure the size of the two angles below. gecord.your answers
on a separate paper.02:Exc 4-1-1C

3



11.

Use your protractor to Construct angles 'of 45° and 128° on your answer sheet, and IV
02-Exc 4-1-2C4label-eacldf.them.

Animals with different characteristics often live in different areas, eat different food, IV
and have diMrent enemies. The chart-below shows some Of fhe differences between 02-Exc.4-gt1c
twd kinds of animals.

CHA-RACTERISTICS ANIMAL A ANIMAL B .:
.

Type of animal

Living area

Main food .

Method of feeding

,

,Enemies.

large bird ,

nests on mountain
ledges

small animals

swoops down from
the sky at high..
speed

.

man
,

large, Ilooved animal

open, flat plains
A

grasses--
.

grazes grass

.- -

'large metribm of ...-
the cat Tat-filly

..

I ..Would it be advantageous for animal- A to have its eyes in the sides of its
head pr in the front-of its head?
2. Explain thereason for your answer.
3. Would it be advantageofor animal B to have its eyes in ihe sides a its.
head or in the front of its head?

. 4. Explain the 'reason for your answer.

A.stamkird set of fingerprints is shown below. If you studied your fingerprints, you
mi.onkl, find -they are not exactly like any of these. Why?

/
Tented archPlain arch

.( .

Plain whorl

IV
02;Exc 4-11C

3

f:



.7 ,:*,

. ..
' IV Most of the'Xime, researcheiS measure the characteriStics Of-a population by meas-

02-Exc 5-1.:1C
. .

uring only a sample 'of that.poptilations, Why,do they use a'Sample- rtither than meas-..
, . v

uring the entire population?

IV
02-Exc 5-1-2C

.

., .

Which one of the.curves.beloWls,adiormal ctirve?
. .

Graph a,
11111111111

, Graph b.

1111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111116

111111C1111b0111111I411111M
EllION11111111

Gr-aph-cl

V)
u-
0 <

\re --A-

w 1.7-1
al a
Z

WIDTH OF FOOT

1111111111111E
ili111111111111111
111111111111011111111
111111111WIMElli
11111M1111111111
11111/41111111111111111
11111,4111111111111111111

1111/1111111M,111111

2111M111111211112

WIDTH OF FOOT

GraPh d

.u.
.0 <
cc c9

2 a
2 z

1111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111

111111111111111111M11
1111,1111111111111111:1111

11111111111111,411
111111/21111:111111
11111AMIGMVIIII
111/4111211111Min
11111111111111111115111
F4111111111111110111111111

- WIDTH OF FOOT

D.TH POW*.

.

...

.IV Suppose you were going to Measure the continuous 'human. varia.ble height:-.YOU-# .
. .. 02-Exc 5-1-3C ..wouid select a TandoM sample of people., ineasure.their heightS, atid-draw a :gfaph o(,....

. .

the results. Which..,of the graphs below would you expect .your graph to .look like?--
., ., ,..

a

Graph a.

INCREASING HEIGHT

Graph c,
111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111101

Illgth,11111111111111111
1111111,111111
Illihrb=111111111O
IIIIIIETE111111
111111111111%.1000
/1111111111111111011111111fissionmossine

INCREASING HEIGHT

Graph b.

Graph d

l'd
.t,.

1111111111111111111111111

1111M1111111111
MI111161111111111
11111111111111111111

11111011111MEN
11111111111111111101111
1111Zimii11111
Vill11111111111111AnaniElernab

INCIREASING4I Hr

sommenesuuosusememeounrimus
111W1111111111111111morimmumiraemin
111/11111111111111111

INCREASING HEIGHT

. t.



StaWwhat-,is :mean'liy the kith randorksomple. IV s

.02.Exc 5-1-4p

.

kesearchers are- very careful to-try t6 iet-a randoth Sample. What is the Purpose of a.
Tandoth samplel:

IV
02-Exc 5-1-5C

Mary. Jean wanfed to .determine how many novels the people- in her neighborhood
read each month. Shp didn't have time to ask everybody in the neighborhood, so
she

Q

stood next to the bookmobilb in the neighborhood shopping centor and asked the
first 25 people who went into the bookmobile bow many novels they had retid during
the last montb.

'I:Was her saMple a random sample?.
2. Explain' your answer.

411/

02-Exc,.5,1;6c.

,

t..'

'

a

1.

yrk.

ri


